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Abstract. For providing users with navigation aids that best serve their needs,
user models for adaptive hypermedia should include user navigation patterns.
This paper describes elements needed and how these elements can be gathered.

1

Navigation Strategies and Lostness in Hyperspace

One of the most common problems in the field of hypermedia is that users tend to
become disoriented: they lose one’s sense of location and direction in non-linear
documents. This problem is aggravated by the fact that users need to maintain track of
their tasks, their previous actions and their current context. This additional effort has
been given the term cognitive overhead. Both disorientation and cognitive overhead
may lead users to get ‘lost in hyperspace’ [7].
Despite several attempts to infer lostness from users’ navigation patterns (e.g. [9]),
no clear measure has been found yet. This is mainly due to the fact that users who are
exploring a document can be rated as disoriented, even though they may be
experiencing no disorientation [1]. As users may display various navigation strategies,
varying from goal-directed to explorative [3], it is hard to tell from their actions
whether or not they feel lost. The document structure has impact on user navigation as
well, as one cannot follow non-existing links. For example, densely linked
hyperspaces with many cross-references provide more freedom for exploration than
hierarchically structured hyperspaces do [5].
Navigation support that is adapted to user goals, preferences and knowledge, and to
the context of use, is seen as a proper way of providing adequate navigation support
for varying user needs [2]. Equally important to selecting the right navigation
suggestions, is the number of suggestions that should be given to the user and the way
they should be presented [5]. However, various types of navigation strategies call for
different types of navigation assistance [3]. Therefore, user navigation strategy is an
indispensable part of a user model for adaptive hypermedia.

2

Navigation Support That Matches User Needs

Hypermedia links may or may not be embedded in the content regions. Links within
the text are usually associative links, which interlink semantically related concepts.
Links that are not embedded in the text – such as menus, indexes, and site maps –
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expose a document’s primary structure [6] and therewith function as contextual
navigation aids [8]. Both types of links can be adapted to the user needs. Disabling,
removing or annotating associative links [2] can help users to find relevant items
more easily, but does not provide the context information needed to prevent
disorientation or cognitive overload. Therefore, many research projects have focused
on adaptive contextual navigation aids. These projects can be categorized as either
focused on the user’s local or global spatial context or on the user’s temporal context.
Strategies found in the former category include personalizing or adding textual or
graphical views of relevant parts of the document structure [2]. Site maps, contextual
menus, direct guiding and recommendations help users to decide where to go. Most
strategies in the latter category concentrate on various visualizations of previously
visited pages. Several examples are mentioned in [10]. As 58% of user navigation
involves revisits [10], users highly profit from reminders where they have been.
Each form of navigation support addresses one or more user needs with respect to
ease of navigation. Unfortunately, one cannot provide users with all contextual
information at once: even if sufficient screen space is available, users will most likely
be overwhelmed by the quantity of navigation suggestions. Therefore, the best
approach is to provide users with only those associative, spatial or temporal
navigation aids that match their navigation strategies and address the problems they
are experiencing. These issues can be derived from a user navigation model.

3

Elements of a User Navigation Model

A user navigation model should be able to recognize user navigation strategies and to
predict future navigation strategies. Moreover, it should be able to predict future user
problems. It is unlikely that navigation strategies and problems related to lostness can
be captured by a single measure. Otter [7] suggests that we could make use of a
‘battery of measures’, which correlate well with one another and which have been
shown to measure lostness to some degree. Since – as argued in the first section – user
navigation is highly dependent on a document’s structure, observed navigation
patterns need to be compared to this structure. Quantitative measures based on the
document structure and user navigation paths have shown to be very useful for this
purpose [4].
Interesting features of a document’s structure include its size, link density,
linearity, distances and clustering. Characteristics of user navigation include path
length, the amount of backtracking, revisitation patterns and path linearity. Metrics
for these features can be derived from adaptive hypermedia literature as well as from
graph theory. For an overview of these metrics we refer to [4] and [5]. It is expected
that user navigation strategies will be reflected in these quantitative measures of
navigation patterns through a hypermedia document. As users may display various
navigation strategies, a user navigation model should contain various patterns as
observed in different hypermedia structures and in different user contexts. We
hypothesize that deviations from these patterns can be regarded as indicators for
disorientation.
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Current and Future Work

In order to make the user navigation model useful for adaptive hypermedia purposes,
the metrics, as mentioned before, need to be gathered in real-time. We are
implementing these metrics in Scone, a proxy-based programmable framework that
provides methods for access tracking, site crawling and page modification [11].
An experiment is planned to provide us with qualitative and quantitative data on
user navigation patterns, usability problems as perceived by the user and success
measures. We are interested in relations between site structure and navigation
strategies, and relations between navigation patterns and perceived lostness. The
results will be used for further developing the user navigation model, and for
developing suitable adaptation strategies.
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